Abstract-In general, signal classification requires methods for constructing the classifier decision function from training data, as well as methods for evaluating the trained decision function for unlabeled data. When class assignments are made based on the time evolution of characteristic features, the classifier often employs a state-space tracking algorithm. And when the signal characteristics can change abruptly, multiple-model tracking algorithms are used. A pre-requisite for training such models is the ability to accurately estimate the time-varying probability distributions of the states and model assignments. This paper examines a family of multiple-model smoothers, or forward-backward algorithms, that approximate the desired posterior distributions. Simulations are used to judge the tracking capabilities of the smoothers, which provides an indication of the estimation accuracy for the resulting distributions.
INTRODUCTION
The signal classification problem is one of extracting information from measured data and producing decisions based on that information. When the characteristics of the information are naturally time-varying in a loosely predictable way, and when features are available that are covariant to the natural temporal patterns, it makes sense to employ a tracking algorithm to characterize these patterns. Features that commonly exhibit such temporal evolution are instantaneous frequency and bandwidth, spatial position, economic performance measures, or medical instrument readings, to name just a few. A popular choice for capturing the temporal patterns involves using state-space models. When using such an approach, decisions are made based on likelihood values generated by applying a tracking algorithm whose model parameters are tuned to each class. Given the possibility of informative features that are invariant to the temporal evolution, there might he cases in which the tracker likelihoods are fused with class association measures for those invariant features before decisions are made. Regardless, the development of trackers for these types of signal classes is fundamental to their classification.
Development of tracking models for classification requires the ability to "tunc" or "train" models for each class, either from laheled training data or from known physical constraints on the features. For state-space models, the characteristics of each class are encoded into the parameters that govern the state-space model. Thus, training with labeled data is a parameter estimation problem. Once trained, the state-space model serves as a time-varying probability density function (PDF) for features under each class hypotheses, and feature sequences from unlabeled data are evaluated as sample points on the class PDFs. The need to train class models is a requirement that goes a step beyond what is traditionally needed for tracking alone. With this additional requirement in mind, this paper looks at multiple model tracking algorithms for feature sequences whose characteristics undergo abrupt changes. Examples include acoustic or electromagnetic emanations from any rotating or reciprocating machinery that undergoes loading and/or speed changes.
Traditional algorithms for abruptly changing data, especially spatial data from maneuvering targets, include the generalized pseudo-Bayes (GPB) [ I] and interacting multiple model (IMM) filters [2, 31 . In the present work, the focus is on batch smoothing algorithms because state-space models are usually trained using the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm, whose expectation step requires the posterior distribution of the hidden variables given the entire batch of observed data. Even without the training requirement, batch algorithms can provide significant tracking performance gains.
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Special cases include the discrete-state HMM, whose posterior state distributions are obtained using the original forward-hackward algorithm [4] , and the continuous-state HMM with linear Gaussian model densities, whose forwardbackward algorithm is implemented using a fixed-interval Kalman smoother [ 5 ] . When the state-space process andlor output characteristics are governed by J-component mixtures of linear Gaussian densities, the hidden data contains both states and model assignments, and an exact forwardbackward algorithm would require an order of J N computations (where N is the batch length). This is impractical even for relatively small N. An approximate forward-backward smoothing algorithm for multiple models was previously developed by Helmick, Blair, and Hoffman [6]. Their algorithm is extended here to include a family of smoothers of various orders, where "order" refers to the "depth" of the hypotheses (i.e., the number of adjacent time steps that are considered in each hypothesis).
In addition to viewing state-space models as HMMs, it is also possible to interpret them as special cases of dynamic Bayesian networks, for which belief propagation and leaming algorithms have previously been developed to estimate the posterior state distributions and train class models (see [7] and references therein). These graphical modeling algorithms are formulated at a higher level of abstraction than are HMMs, which is nice for understanding a wide range of dependency structures within a common framework. Such an approach, however, tends to gloss over many of the details required to actually implement and apply algorithms. The HMM viewpoint used here is more restrictive, but its more focused nature facilitates a deeper examination of the particular dependency structure, and it operates at a level of abstraction that is closer to the algorithm implementations.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II defines jump Markov linear system (JMLS) models, which underly the algorithms presented here. Section I11 outlines the expectation step of the EM algorithm that is used to estimate parameters in JMLS models, which determines the necessary posterior distributions that must be provided by the forward-hackward algorithm. Section TV describes a family of forward-backward smoothing algorithms that provide the needed posterior distributions. Section VI examines the multiple-model filtering algorithms that are the forward and backward components of the smoothers. Section VU provides results from simulation experiments, followed by concluding remarks in Section VIII. Finally, an appendix defines some kernel operations that appear repeatedly in multiple-model filters.
MODEL DESCRIPTION
The model underlying the GPB and M M algorithms, and their smoothing extensions, is the jump Markov linear system (JMLS), which is a collection of linear Gaussian models with a Markov chain probability rule for switching between the component models as time progresses. The model is thus partly defined by the densities P(Xl,Sllj]) = N ( X W j > P j )
(1) P(xn~xn-l,snlj~) = N(%;A+~-~,Q~) (2) P ( Z~I xn, ~,[jl) = N(z,;BP,,R, ) The model assignments are assumed to obey a Markov chain probability rule with parameters rj = P(Slli1) ( 
7) (8)
such that the assignment process is governed by the parameter sets a . . - is estimated from labeled feature sequences as discussed in the next section.
MODEL PARAMETER ESTIMATION
A natural approach for estimating parameters in state-space models is the EM algorithm, which iterates between an expectation step (E-step) and a maximization step (M-step). In the E-step of each iteration, the hidden variables are marginalized from the log of the joint observed and hidden data distributions. This marginalization leaves the unknown parameters dependent only on the observed data and the parameter estimates from the previous iteration. The resulting auxiliary function i s then maximized over the unknown paramcters in the M-step. The E-step, discussed in this section, motivates construction of the state and assignment posterior distributions given in the next section. While outside the scope here, the derivation of the M-step is fairly straightforward using existing methods and parallels the developments given in [51.
The E M auxiliary function i s constructed by taking a conditional expectation of the log of the joint distribution for the observed and hidden data. For JMLS models, the hidden data consists of model assignments as well as states, such that the joint distribution contains both discrete and continuous vari- (12) where N P(zNIxN,sN;o~) = n P(znix,,.yn;e,) (13) P ( X N I X~, S N ; Q~) = n P ( x n i q -l , s n ; e z ) (14) P(SN(SI;Q~) = n d.ynlsn-l;es). 
Pn-1INljl = Pn-lln-1
where
(34)
Depending on the order of the forward filter, pn-lln-l and Pn-lln-l will most likely have to be obtained by mixing a set of model-tuned estimates (e.g., p n -l l n -l~] or pn-lln-l [z, f). Similarly, the cross-covariance matrix for adjacent states can be obtained as j] from higher-order filter results, and then mixing to eliminate the dependence on a, which might be termed the "smooth-then-mix" approach. Intuitively, the smooththen-mix should perform better, but this issue is still under examination.
The remainder of this paper focuses on computing the statistics pnIN [j] and PnlNlj] for mb]. Before doing that, however, three final observations are in order. First, while the above expressions treat a single measurement sequence to avoid added notational burden, the auxiliary function is usually computed using multiple training sequences simultaneously. The expressions given in this section are easily extended to multiple-sequence sets by inserting a summation (over the training sequences) in front of the marginalizations, and applying an index to each measurement, state, and assignment variable to indicate the member within the training set.
?his extension parallels the development given in [5], where multi-sequence training sets are explicitly treated. Second, while the formulation given here ties the initial-state densities to the models for the process dynamics and output, it may be more natural to have one or more initial-state densities that are independent of the other model densities and which are shared by all of the process and output models. When training models, such situations are handled by fairly straightforward modifications of the expressions given above. Finally, expressions (21) and (22) are identical to the corresponding expressions from discrete-state HMMs, which means that, given
X N~] and X~ [ i , j ] . maximization of the auxiliary function for the Markov chain parameters is identical to that part of the standard Baum-Welch model training algorithm.
SMOOTHING ALGORITHMS
This section presents a family of smoothing algorithms that generalizes the algorithm provided by Helmick, Blair, and Hoffman [6]. The different smoothers in this family differ in the number of consecutive time steps for which all of the component models are considered to be active. The simplest smoother, the zeroth-order smoother, is equivalent to the twofilter version of the fixed-interval Kalman smoother, since it combines two multivariate normal (MVN) density functions at each time step: one from a forward running filter and one from a backward running filter. The first-order smoother combines J MVN densities, or "modes", from the forward filter with a single MVN density from the backward filter, thereby evaluating J hypotheses at time t,. The second-order smoother combines J modes from the forward filter with J modes from the backward filter, thus evaluating J 2 hypotheses for times t, and tn+l. The third-order smoother combines J 2 forward modes with J backward modes, evaluating J 3 hypotheses for times tn-l, t,, and &+I. Higher order smoothers each add an additional time step, which multiplies the total number of hypotheses by a factor of J . Smoothers of order [0,1,2,3] are considered in more detail below, which establishes the pattern for smoothers of any order. Table I defines the key variables that appear in the smoothing and filtering algorithms.
Zeroth-Order Smoother
The "multiple-model smoother of order zero" is not really a multiple-model smoother, but is a standard fixed-interval smoother for linear Gaussian models. Although this smoother has been around since the 1960's, usual discussions of the algorithm tend to ignore scaling constants that are important when extending the smoothing idea in a multiple-model context. This simplified case is therefore worthy of discussion, even though it does not generate model-tuned state densities and therefore does not provide adequate information for estimating model parameters with the EM algorithm. 
?n = P(%IzN) =P(xnIz,,z;) (36)
ments. The partial sequences Z, = {q, z2,. . . , . , } and Z z = {zn+l,zn+2,. . . , Z N } are introduced to facilitate development of the forward-backward algorithm. Applying
Bayes rule, and noting that Z: is conditionally independent of 2, when given the state x,, gives These definitions are almost identical to those given for cy,,
@ , ,
and ^in in the HMM literature, except that the forward density cy, is defined here as a conditional density, in contrast to the joint density p(x,, Z,) typically used with HMMs.
The defining characteristic of the zeroth-order smoother is that a, and on are approximated as single MVN densities.
Using notation from Kalman tilter theory, the forward com-ponent is approximated as un N(x";P,j"'Pnln)
where pnln and P,,. are generated by the forward filter. This is a properly normalized posterior density. The backward component is not a proper density, but is instead a conditional likelihood value. In order to interpret the backward component in terms of a posterior density (i.e., in order to apply Bayes rule), careful consideration must be given to the prior state densities in the bacward filter. A basic property of the forward-backward algorithm is an absolute lack of prior state information in the backward filter. This arises because the prior state density is applied at tl in the forward filter, and to apply prior state information in the backward filter would amount to counting that information twice. The unconditional state distributionp(x~) at the terminal time tN is therefore diffuse (i.e., it evaluates to one for any well-defined argument). The unconditional densities at all earlier times are also also diffuse, since propagating ~( x N ) backward through time without incorporating measurement information merely adds uncertainty. But the diffuse prior is already as uncertain as is possible, so the unconditional state density is diffuse at all times. Following this argument, the backward component is on = P(z:Ixn) =P(z:>xn)/P(xn) = P ( x n I z , c ) P ( z : ) . Since the terms in braces in (44) Table 1 . Based on the batch of measurements, the probability that each hypothesis in (52) is true is given by
The conditional likelihood term A, = p ( Z : 1 Z,) can be ob- ( 1 )
"1nb1 = P n an[jI/AnliI (55)
where is arbitrary in some scnse. One could just as easily take J hypotheses from the hackward filter and a single hypotheses from the forward filter. The intuition behind the choice made here is that the forward filter tends to he better because it does not have to accommodate the diffuse prior. Thus when an even split is not possible (i.e., for odd-order smoothers), it is better to take more hypotheses from the forward filter. 
where The first-order smoother generates hypotheses for assignments at a particular time, hut this is still inadequate for model-parameter estimation since estimating the Markov chain parameters requires the consideration of assignments at consecutive times. This is achieved by the second-and all higher-order smoothers.
Second-Order Smoother
Whereas the first-order smoother considers J model hypotheses for each time t,, the second-order smoother considers all possible combinations of models hypotheses for times t, and t,+l, giving J a hypotheses. In this case, "in is expressed as where
Third-Order Smoother
The third-order smoother considers J 3 hypotheses at each time step by considering all possible model combinations at time t,, and t,+l. These are conveniently formed by taking J 2 hypotheses from the forward filter and J hypotheses from the backward filter. The conditional state density is thus expressed as the mixture ter, thereby considering J4 hypotheses than span times t,, t,+l, and t,+Z. More model hypotheses at earlier and later times can be added to achieve a smoother of any desired order. As noted for the first-order smoother, the way in which additional hypotheses are added is a matter of choice. For cxample, a fourth-order smoother could be constructed by considering .J' hypotheses from a depth-three forward filter and combining these with J model hypotheses from depth-one backward filter. However, splitting the hypotheses as evenly as possible ktween the forward and backward filters minimizes the depth that must be supported by the component filters.
MULTIPLE-MODEL FILTERS
This section reviews the first-and second-order GPB algorithms, and then extends them to higher orders. These developments are provided for both forward-and reverse-time filters. Approximations to these algorithms using an IMM-type formulation are also discussed, along with filter initialization. For forward-and reverse-time GPB algorithms through order three, detailed algorithm descriptions are provided via tables, which establishes the pattern for higher-order filters. In these tables, the model probabilities are expressed in linear form. When implementing the algorithms, however, all model probability updates should be performed in logarithmic form (i.e., use log X instead of A) in order to avoid underilows. Additionally, scaling methods can be applied to further reduce underflow problems as discussed in [9] . The algorithm descriptions given in the tables refer to a set of "kernel operations", including time and measurement updates from Kalman filters, as well as the mixing operation that combines components from a Gaussian mixture into a single multivariate Gaussian mode. These kernel operations are defined in the appendix.
Forward-Erne Filters
The GPB(I) algorithm propagates a single Gaussian mode.
At each step, this single mode is used as input to the J component models, generating J output modes. These J modes are then "mixed down" to a single mode by matching the moments of the single Gaussian with those of Gaussian mixture.
The computations for each time step (for n = 2,. . . , N) are shown in Table 2 . The processing at time tl is unique since the measurement update under each model operates on the prior state distribution p(xl) associated with each model (or on a common prior distribution if that is the case).
The second-order GPB algorithm propagates J Gaussian modes, which are applied as input to each of the J component models, thereby generating J 2 output modes. These are then mixed back down to J modes before processing at the next time step. The computations for each time step (for n = 2 , . . . , N ) are shown in Table 3 . Since it is convenient for the sake of visualizing the filter results to view a single Gaussian, these J modes are often mixed down to a single mode at the end of each step. Such an "output mixing" step is identical to the mixing step from the GPB( I) filter. As with GPB(I), the processing at time tl is unique with the filter inputs taken from the model prior distributions.
The third-order GPB algorithm propagates J Z Gaussian modes, which are applicd as input to each of the J component models, thereby generating J 3 output modes. These are then mixed back down to .Jz modes before processing at the next time step. The computations for each time step (for n = 3 , . . . , N) are shown in Table 4 . If it is desired for the sake of visualization to view the results as a single mode, the output mixing is performed using the mixing steps from the GPB(2) and GPB( I) filters. The GPB(3) filter requires two initialization steps, which is different from the lower-order filters, since it requires two steps to "build up to" J 2 modes for propagation. The processing at time tl is the same as for GPB (2) . The processing at time t z is similar to a typical GPB(2) step, but without the mixing step.
Reverse-Erne Filters
Aside from the filter initialization steps, there are three primary differences between the reverse-time GPB algorithms and the forward algorithms just discussed. First, the reversetime algorithms employ the backward Markov-chain transition probabilities a g , as opposed to the usual transition probabilities, aij. These reverse-time transition probabilities are pre-computed for a given set of model parameters as prescribed in Eqs. (57)- (60) of [6] . Second, while the state measurement updates for the forward-and reverse-time filters are the same, the time updates in the reverse-time filter must be modified to account for the time reversal. Although well known, the resulting "reverse time update" is explicitly defined in the appendix for convenience. Third, the ordering of the Kalman filter time and measurement updates in the backward filter is the reverse of that used in the forward filter. This change in ordering arises because of the structure of the state-space model. That is, as defined here, the process model for a given component propagates the state from time t,-l to t,. In the forward filter, this model structure makes it necessary to first execute the time update (to predict the present from the past) and then to execute the measurement update (to account for the measurement at time t,). In the backward filters, however, the reverse is true. The measurement update is executed first, and then the reverse-time update is used to predict the past from the present. The recursion steps for the reverse-time GPB( I) algorithm are shown in Table 5 .
For the reverse-time GPB(2) and higher-order filters, the change in ordering of the time and measurement updates provides an opportunity for computational savings due to the linearity of the time update. This occurs because the mixing operation commutes with a linear transformation, which allows the mixing to be performed prior to the time update without changing the result. This reduces by a factor of J the number of time updates that must be performed. In the reverse-time GPB(2) recursions defined below, only J time updates are required instead of J z . Likewise, the GPB(3) recursions defined in the next appendix requires only J z time updates instead of J 3 . The recursion steps for the reversetime GPB(2) and GPB(3) algorithms are shown in Tables 6  and 7 , respectively. The standard interacting multiple model (IMM) filter is an approximation to the GPB(2) filter in which mixing is performed prior to the Kalman filter time and measurement updates using tho predicted model probabilities. That is, the The IMM algorithm, on the other hand, generates J state estimates for the current time by mixing the older estimates without benefit of the information from the current measurement. Each of these mixed states are then used as input to a single Kalman filter time and measurement update, and the model probabilities are again updated to incorporate the J innovation likelihoods generated during the state measurement updates. In effect, the difference is in the amount of information used during mixing: GPB(2) includes the most recent measurement, IMM does not. They both propagate the same number of modes (i.e., J) from one time step to another. The IMM recursions are shown in Table 8 to illustrate the modification from GPB(2).
The caption in Table 8 designates the IMM algorithm as "IMM(2)" to indicate that it is a member of a larger family, just like GPB(2). The act of moving the mixing operation in front of the state updates can be applied to any of the higherorder GPB(n) filters as well, resulting in the IMM(n) family of filten. The IMM(3) filter approximates the GPB(3) algorithm with the same number of state updates as the GPB (2) filter; IMM(4) approximates GPB(4) with GPB(3)-like computations; and so on. From the standpoint of the smoothers, either type of filter can be used, so long as it propagates the required number of hypotheses at each time step.
Filter Initialization
When starting the GPB or IMM filters with order greater than one at time t l , there are an insufficient number of existing hypotheses to apply the recursions shown in Tables 3, 4 , and 8. Thus, the number of hypotheses must be allowed to grow until the desired number of propagated hypotheses is reached. This just means that the first one or more recursions will omit the mixing steps. For GPB (2) , this requires a single step since GPB (2) propagates J modes. For GPB(3), two expansion steps are required since J 2 modes are propagated. For GPB(4), three expansion steps are required, and so forth.
When initializing the reverse-time filters at time t N , a similar expansion process must be performed. Matters are further complicated for these reverse-time filters, however, because of the diffuse prior densities that are assumed at the terminal time. Thus, in addition to expanding the number of hypotheses, the reverse-time filters must "grow the rank" of the information matrix (i.e., the inverse of the covariance matrix) until full rank is reached. This same issue arises for standard linear Gaussian models as discussed in [SI. It was shown there that each measurement update in the reverse time filter adds a factor of M (the measurement dimension) to the rank of the information matrix. Once the cumulative effect of the mea- Table 7 . Reverse-lime GPB(3) Filter Recursion for Time
Step t, surement updates equals the state-space dimension, then the information matrix is full rank, the covariance matrix is well defined, and the covariance form of the recursions as shown in Tables 5 , 6 , and I can be used. Prior to the information matrix attaining full rank, reduced-rank pseudoinverses must be used to compute the state updates and innovation likelihoods. This should not be performed blindly, however, since rank reduction implies a very drastic decision (i.e., that a stochastic error with infinite variance is really a deterministic error of value zero). 
. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
This section presents preliminary simulation results demonstrating the tracking performance of the multiple-model smoothers, specifically the mean-square errors in the estimated states. While use of the algorithm for training class models is outside the scope of this paper, the tracking results
give an indication of how well the posterior distributions of the states are being estimated (at least in the mean), and it is reasonable to expect that improved state estimates will provide for improvements in model training.
Shock Models
Before discussing the tracking performance, it is necessary to define the structure of the model parameters that are used to define the component models. While the algorithms considered in this paper do not require any special structure for the continuous-state parameters O j in each component model, a convenient model for many processes is a "shock model", in which all component models have the same trend matrix, output matrix, and output covariance matrix, but differ in the process covariance matrix. That is, Aj = A, Bj = B, and Rj = R for all j = 1 , . . . , J . The trend and output matrices are taken from the standard kinematic model in which the state vector is assumed to contain estimates of the process function and some number of its derivatives. As an example, for a 3-dimensional state space and a 1-dimensional measurement space, the trend matrix is In a classification scenario, shock models for different classes are distinguished by the values of the shock variances and by the Markov chain probabilities that dictate how the models switch in and out. The number of parameters that must be estimated for each class is thus significantly reduced since A and B are fixed and known. Shock models are easily extended to multiple independent scalar processes or processes in which noisy observations of derivatives are available in addition to noisy function observations.
Experiment and Tracking Results
To demonstrate the tracking performance of the algorithms, 500 randomized measurement sequences were generated from a 3-component shock model for a 2-dimensional state space and a scalar measurement space. The process covariance matrices for the three models are defined by
The measurement covariance matrix is R = 1 for all models.
The Markov chain probabilities governing the model switches are defined as follows. The remain-in-state probabilities are fixed at a l l = 0.95, a22 = 0.75, and a33 = 0.5, while the model-switch probabilities (i.e., the off-diagonal elements of the transition probability matrix) are chosen randomly subject to the stochastic constraint that the rows sum to one. The prior model probabilities for the initial time were set to TI = 0.5, Q 1 = diag { lor3, 7r2 = 0.25, and n3 = 0.25. The prior mean of the initial states was randomly selected with high variances (on the order of lo").
After synthesizing the 500 measurement sequences, three different smoothers were each applicd to all sequences. The first algorithm is a second-order smoother using forward and backward GPB(2) filters. The second algorithm is again a second-order smoother, but employing GPB(3) filters in the forward and backward directions. The final algorithm is a fourth-order smoother employing GPB(3) filters. These algorithms were selected to demonstrate the improvement to the second-order smoother obtained by using GPB(3) instead of GPB (2) filters, and to demonstrate the use of the higher-order smoother.
Tracking performance is judged by the mean-squared error (MSE) of the state estimates relative to the ideal states generated during the measurement-simulation process. One MSE value is obtained for each of the 500 measurement sequences by summing the state errors across time. The means and standard deviations are then computed from the 500 MSE values for each algorithm, and these are shown in Tables 9 and  IO , respectively. These tables show results for the individual state elements (i.e., function value and derivative) separately. Since the results from the individual filters used in each smoother are readily available, the state MSEs for the filters are also shown in order to demonstrate the improvement of the smoothers over the filters alone. Also. results obtained using a multiple-model Kalman smoother with known model assignments are shown for reference, since this is the best that one can hope to do when estimating states in a switching model. The algorithms are denoted in the tables as follows: GPBn refers to a forward GPB filter of order n; GPBnr refers to the reverse-time GPB filter of order n; and GPBnsm refers to an mth order smoother employing filters of order n. The time-varying Kalman smoother with known model assignments is denoted as MKS. From Table 9 , smoothers employing GPB(3) filters are seen to provide a noticeable improvement over smoothers using GPB(2) filters, especially for the derivative d z ( t ) / d t . In addition. Table IO suggests that the GPB(3)-based smoothers also exhibit a more consistent performance level. Based on the results here, the move to higher-order smoothers does not ap- pear to provide a significant improvement. The dominant improvement seems to come from using the higher-order filters (especially in the reverse time direction) within the secondorder smoother. However, these are preliminary results. The quality of the model probability and state cross-covariance estimates has not been examined here. These estimates are critical to model training, and the higher-order smoothers may yet provide improvements for these distributions.
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. CONCLUSIONS
A family of multiple-model smoothing algorithms has been presented that extends the multiple-model smoother developed by Helmick, Blair, and Hoffman [6] . Such smoothing algorithms are important first because they provide superior estimates of the states over straight filtering algorithms and second because they generate approximations to the posterior distributions of the states and model assignments given the entire batch of data, which is an important component of model training. The new algorithms provide improvements over the second-order algorithm in I61 in two ways. First, the tracking results are improved in the second-order smoother simply by using higher-order CPB(3) filters in the forward and backward directions to get better state estimates before combining in the smoothing operation. Second, tracking performance was increased further by using the GPB(3) filters in a higher-order smoother. The improvement due solely to the use of higher-order filters was significant, especially for estimating the unobserved derivative variable. While, in the test case shown, the improvement due to the higher-order smoother is relatively small (compared to the same filters in the lower-order smoother), more in-depth evaluation is required.
APPENDIX: KERNEL OPERATION DEFINITIONS
This appendix defines functional forms for a set of kernel operations, which are used in the algorithm descriptions for the multiple-model filters. These operations are presented in tables, where each table shows first the functional form as used in the algorithm descriptions, which is equivalent to a software function call (where the dots at the end of a first line denotes a continuation line as in MATLAB). The computations required for each operation are then shown. 
